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Precision Medicine Study Group 

PRAEGNANT Studie 

Data and Biomaterial Proposal Form 

No Question Answer 
1 Proposal Identifier (to be completed by PRAEGNANT group)  

2 Title Companion diagnostics for aromatase inhibitor treatment using 
the estrogen receptor pathway 

3 Contact Information 
(Name, Institution, Ad-
dress, E-Mail, Phone 
Number) 

Name:   Prof. Dr. Volkmar Müller & Dr. Simon Joosse 
Institution: University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf 
Address:  Martinistr. 52, 20246 Hamburg 
Phone:  040-7410  52510 / 51970 
E-Mail:  v.mueller@uke.de / s.joosse@uke.de 
 

4 Background Estrogen receptor (ER) positive metastatic breast cancer is com-
monly treated with hormone deprivation therapy because of its re-
quirement of the hormone estrogen for proliferation and growth. 
Unfortunately, the clinical response to this therapy is extremely 
variable due to de novo resistance and development of relapse. 
More and more evidence is accumulating that endocrine therapy 
resistance is mainly associated with mutations in the genes ESR1, 
FOXA1, and GATA3. Mutation analysis for therapy guidance is not 
routinely performed in the clinic due to limiting factors such as high 
genetic clonality of metastatic cancer and its oft inaccessibility for 
tissue biopsy. Cell-free circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) shed by the 
tumor into the blood circulating is a potential surrogate of the com-
plete mutational landscape of all metastatic clones in a patient and 
would be the perfect platform for companion diagnostics, before 
and during systemic treatment. However, the major difficulty of 
routinely investigating ctDNA is the inevitable large background of 
circulating normal DNA (up to 106-fold), that requires dedicated 
equipment and expensive analysis. 
 

5 Aim 1) to determine the presence of specific mutations associated 
with resistance (PFS) against endocrine therapy using a novel 
blood-based diagnostic tool. The tool has to be rapid, cost-ef-
fective, non-invasive, sensitive, and easily be prepared and in-
terpreted in a standard diagnostic laboratory. 

2) to determine which and in how many patients these resistance 
associated mutations are acquired or de novo mutations, by 
analyzing ctDNA before and during therapy. 
 

6a Methods From 4 ml plasma per blood collection, DNA will be isolated (QI-
Aamp Circulating Nucleic Acid Kit). In multiplex fashion, a PCR-
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based technique called Mutant Enrichment with 3’-Modified Oligo-
nucleotides (MEMO), will be employed to facilitate the enrichment 
of mutant alleles from a panel of cancer genes (ESR1, FOXA1, and 
GATA3) in a background of normal DNA of up to 106-fold. The en-
riched alleles will then be sequenced using NGS for cost effective 
determination of mutations. 
 

6b Which data and bio-
materials are to be used? 

Biomaterials: plasma/ctDNA and germline DNA. 
Data: clinical data to correlate therapy response to mutation re-
sults. 
 

7 Patient cohort Post-menopausal women receiving first-line therapy with aroma-
tase inhibitors. Plasma should be taken before the initiation of 
therapy and if possible sequentially every 3-5 months until diagno-
sis of progression of disease. 
 

8 Preliminary test We have tested three different cfDNA isolation kits in which the 
QIAamp Circulating Nucleic Acid Kit resulted with the best perfor-
mance in terms of DNA yield and the possibility to isolate small 
DNA fragments (determined by TapeStation). 
We have already selected over 100 known mutations in ESR1, 
FOXA1, and GATA3 relevant to therapy response. Designing and 
testing of primers have already started and the first results for ESR1 
mutations showed a sensitivity of 10-5, which is close to our goal of 
10-6. 
 

9 Statistical Considerations So far, it is unknown to what extend mutations in ESR1, FOXA1, 
GATA3, PIK3CA, and MAP3K are already present or will develop 
during therapy in metastatic setting. However, based on recent 
data, it may be speculated that up to 20% of the primary breast 
cancer patients in our target cohort already have a driver mutation 
that can be associated to therapy resistance (Nik-Zainal 2016). 
Based on the median time to disease progression (Mouridsen et 
al.; JCO 2003), at least 130 patients have to be investigated with a 
minimum follow up of 9 months to achieve a power of 80% in de-
termining to what extend acquired or de novo mutations contrib-
ute to disease progression (binomial distribution). 
 

10 What do you need from 
the PRAEGNANT study 
group (data, biomaterials, 
other support?) 

1) 4 ml plasma per case or 100 ng ctDNA. 
2) Clinical data to correlate therapy response to ctDNA results. 
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11 Please make a statement, 
why the proposed re-
search is innovative 

So far, all mutation detection methods are limited to a handful of 
mutations only (e.g., ddPCR), do not have the required sensitivity 
(e.g., Sanger sequencing), or are extremely expensive to reach the 
required sensitivity (e.g., NGS). 
The project described here will first enrich for potential cancer spe-
cific mutations before sequencing in a cost effective way. So far this 
has not been performed on large scale and in a large set of muta-
tions (>100). 

12 How is the project 
funded? 

Funding for the construction of the MEMO library is already pre-
sent. Further funding will be requested from local organizations to 
fund NGS on approval of this proposal. 

13 Please explain, how expe-
rienced you are in con-
ducting the proposed kind 
of research 

The Department of Tumor Biology as part of both the University 
Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf and the University Cancer 
Center Hamburg has a strong experimental background on (mi-
cro)metastasis research. Its director Prof. Pantel has an excellent 
reputation for his pioneer work on the field of disseminated and 
circulating tumor cells, which has been awarded (Deutscher Kreb-
spreis 2010 & AACR Outstanding Investigator Award for Breast 
Cancer Research 2010). Furthermore, the study of circulating cell-
free nucleic acids in cancer patients is one of our main topics of 
research for which several articles have been published by our de-
partment in excellent journals (e.g., Nat Rev Cancer). 
 

14 Please list a maximum of 
5 own publication, that 
support your proposal 

Joosse SA, Müller V, Steinbach B, Pantel K, Schwarzenbach H. Circulating cell-free 
cancer-testis MAGE-A RNA, BORIS RNA, let-7b and miR-202 in the blood of pa-
tients with breast cancer and benign breast diseases. Br J Cancer. 2014 Aug 
26;111(5):909-17. 
 
Heterogeneity of estrogen receptor expression in circulating tumor cells from 
metastatic breast cancer patients. Babayan A, Hannemann J, Spötter J, Müller V, 
Pantel K, Joosse SA. PLoS One. 2013 Sep 18;8(9):e75038. 
 
Tumor-Educated Platelets as Liquid Biopsy in Cancer Patients. Joosse SA, Pantel 
K. Cancer Cell. 2015 Nov 9;28(5):552-4. 
 
Hoshino A, Costa-Silva B, Shen TL, Rodrigues G, Hashimoto A, Tesic Mark M, Mo-
lina H, Kohsaka S, Di Giannatale A, Ceder S, Singh S, Williams C, Soplop N, Uryu K, 
Pharmer L, King T, Bojmar L, Davies AE, Ararso Y, Zhang T, Zhang H, Hernandez J, 
Weiss JM, Dumont-Cole VD, Kramer K, Wexler LH, Narendran A, Schwartz GK, 
Healey JH, Sandstrom P, Labori KJ, Kure EH, Grandgenett PM, Hollingsworth MA, 
de Sousa M, Kaur S, Jain M, Mallya K, Batra SK, Jarnagin WR, Brady MS, Fodstad 
O, Müller V, Pantel K, Minn AJ, Bissell MJ, Garcia BA, Kang Y, Rajasekhar VK, 
Ghajar CM, Matei I, Peinado H, Bromberg J, Lyden D. Tumour exosome integrins 
determine organotropic metastasis. Nature. 2015;527:329-35. 
 
Meng X, Joosse SA, Müller V, Trillsch F, Milde-Langosch K, Mahner S, Geffken M, 
Pantel K, Schwarzenbach H. Diagnostic and prognostic potential of serum miR-7, 
miR-16, miR-25, miR-93, miR-182, miR-376a and miR-429 in ovarian cancer pati-
ents. Br J Cancer. 2015;113:1358-66. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26555171
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15 Decision (to be completed 
by PRAEGNANT Study 
Group) 

 

 


